THE ALTAR INTRODUCTION
September 30, 2021
2:34 p.m.
Yahweh leads this detail:
See how before a major structure, a powerful warning begins. And when there is a warning, don’t
the people have a chance to be in the right plan? When Yahweh comes and brings a new power,
He brings a purpose. With the power turning way, Yahweh brings forward the plan of a warning.
But why would there need to be a warning? The power in unfiltered ways is a very strong power
plan. Imagine coming close to power that could slay you just if you have irreverent ways within.
If you are a heavily lying person, the power from Yahweh could slay your way.
Take a great look into why not more than a handful were given a command of warning to share.
The power from Yahweh funnels through the head of a leader who has governing over what comes.
But what if the governing human has prophet traits? What if the human who is funneled into has
a world sphere to give Yahweh’s plan into? Power, not natural wealth, is the real way. To move
forward in this level of power will also drive power against Satanic dealings. There will not be a
gentle way towards others.
No power from any outlet can give this power level. What happens if Yahweh has a prophet who
has a funnel of power from Yahweh that would cause major signs, wonders, and miracles? What
happens if the prophet can speak death sentences? What happens if the funnel of power can remake
clay and raise up buried dead people? What happens with others who would dare to come near
Yahweh’s presence? They must be viewed as an individual and judged individually. And you will
have no close friends who have not dealt with judgment.
Imagine pouring out this level of power. Shouldn’t there be warnings? There will be. The Altar
gives the will. The Altar prepares the world for what is at hand. Power. Power. Power. And the
ninety days in Virginia will be a ordered plan to come under a new power way. Before returning
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back to your husband, ninety days is to take way out of the dwelling you share with him. It’s a
power turning plan. One year of presentation, spread over a natural three years. Why so long of a
timing? To give them time to look at you before you turn into a real weapon.
See how I guard a messenger, and any person who harms what I plan gets dealt with quickly. Look
at those who came against Moses. See how often they attempted to usurp him. The ground opened
up for some. Plagues came. Destruction came. Death sentences came. Fire from My Throne room
came. Judgments—they also came. These are not just with Moses, what was just mentioned.
Imagine power that Elijah had in a triple way. Imagine. Where would I be able to let you live? Not
in a heavily populated area.
Why do you think I look at the Las Vegas area? It’s a desert without great cities, far away with no
cravings for the daily living. You would have to take over Satan’s territory and build in that plan.
But those who would visit the Las Vegas way come for nightlife ways. I do not care to decimate
sin in Las Vegas. I care to bring safety to others who would say that you are not a threat to their
ability to see and live and hear. The desert will be the safest plan. And Yahweh will give you a
power way to prove what you are is a danger to all of those who do not reverence Yahweh.
We will take your DNA and turn it. There will be a full turning where your Asian and Norwegian
blood traits lead, in presentation. I will take twenty years in the clay and make you take in a younger
look. You will be the first proof that you are in Yahweh’s way of governing. When the changes
move out of your flesh, they will not stop until it’s completed. It is the first way of proving you
are a real world-level prophet. What if I heal your ovaries and fallopian tubes? What if I straighten
out your curly medium brown hair and give you a straight look as if you are a Filipino? What if I
turn you so great in changes that your own husband will not know you by looking at your way?
It’s not hard.
The hardest part of any governing head in waiting is for the first way of proof to come forward.
You will not have a way to grocery shop, go to the mall or church buildings. The demons within
those who come close will scream and have their human host yell and slither on the floor. This is
how you will become famous. When they can see how each day you turned, with photos showing
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how you once were, there will be great amazement. When they take a look at how you miraculously
aged back and grew all your damaged organs back, they will want to know how your God Yahweh
did these things. When they look at your face and fall out in the power of the Great Holy Spirit,
the whole world will begin to look. Witches, warlocks, Christians, all in curious ways, will want
to look at the woman Yahweh remade as if a new person was resurrected for the work at hand.
They would still be safe in this stage.
I will not have you connect with those who are in cursed ways. That says that they can give their
ways, but there will not be pretending ways with all who walk against you. Are you seeing? You
are a major sign as to what is to come. How quick? All of those mentioned changes can be done
within ninety days. That is a power way. What if I begin it on December 4th and make it go forward
until you are in the streets on television giving healing into the people? What if your own husband
sees you on TV here in Texas, and you are in Florida in those few days, bringing My power
forward?
Is this a humanly impossible plan? Yes. See it. I don’t need you to gather up pennies. I need you
to let Me make you stay for those ninety days. And certain messages from The Altar will be at
Royal Sanctum, the website outlet.
October 4, 2021
10:05 p.m.
Yahweh is leading:
You are starting to turn, not in a way that was expected. Now your tolerance level has shifted, and
you are weaning off from jokes and people-pleasing with small table talk. You are now beginning
to look at certain people and see their real motives, and it is not a plan based on human perception,
your way of looking at others. Yahweh shows you what is in that person and makes it known.
Your own husband is noticing you in a new way. You are no longer following him, hoping to have
him beg you for details about your work. You are turning more insightful, not silly playful as you
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once were to gain him. You are now seeing that there is nothing you can do to have Me move
forward. No pushing. No forcing. No prying. Yahweh has a literal ruling over how you gauge this
new way, and that governing plan came forward due to you yielding your former way to Me.
See how the world is. They hunger, but they drink from whoever shows the most power. Power is
not natural wealth, but what actual power has been clearly seen in past dealings? No power can
raise the buried dead if it’s from humans. The source of the power must come from the Great Holy
Spirit. And now the time is come to put you under this vow. We are to get Our servant ready, for
what is at hand is a great spiritual warfare.
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